50 years later. That's less astonishing foresight than an assertion of the ongoing need for change amidst increasing competition for readers' attention, whatever the media du jour.
This redesigned edition attests to that need for change; the upcoming Web site will do the same. Both will hold your attention by providing engaging, interesting, and meaningful content. Web inventor Tim BernersLee recently told BBC News that the Web is "still in its infancy." Created "by so many people collaborating across the globe," the world has "only started to explore the possibilities of [the Web]." That spirit of openness, collaboration, and creativity informs the redesign of Communications' site. It will provide more than what you see in the magazine, and will have you coming back for more.
No change is being made for change's sake. Every addition, every feature, every design decision is being bounced off ACM members to make sure it meets your needs and interests. The site will serve a rich menu of content that's been taste-tested by members through focus groups, one-on-one in- "If it has good content, I don't care" if it's in news, blog, or video format, said one surveyed member. "Content trumps all," said another.
The site will present traditional Communications fare plus other computing stories. Development is still in flux, but the site is likely to publish opinion and commentary from readers and invited experts to explain the importance or significance of a work. "Some editorial guidance would be most useful to help readers understand the relevance of and keep updated on the newest research," one member said. "Reader discussion and commentary [are important]," another said, "because in the computer world, there is so much to be talked about. People must bounce ideas off of one another in order to get some kind of understanding and general consensus on anything which has any importance." Roger that.
Advertising is also on the menu. The vast majority of members, 93%, are open to or unruffled by ads on the site. That's an endorsement of ACM's strategy to find revenue to expand the range of services available to members and non-members alike. "Google makes a lot of money out of (relevant) ads," one member said. "They are ok for me. You should consider generating revenue from ads."
Nothing will get onto the site before it gets a thumbs up from members. To that end, ACM is still asking for input and will continue to do so until the site launches, probably in cacm online
